Press release: ADO Goldkante collection ENDLESS SUMMER

TREAT YOURSELF TO A SECOND SUMMER
On those late summer days, life just feels different somehow. It’s a special time of year – the sun is low in
the sky and its rays are powerful and comforting. Memories from recent holidays are still echoing in our
minds and we can still recall the scent of the beach. In these moments, we wish that life could just be one
endless summer. The new ADO Goldkante ENDLESS SUMMER collection captures this yearning and makes
it feel like summer, even during the dark winter months. The ADO autumn collection features colours
evocative of Mediterranean landscapes flooded with light, conveying the effortlessness of a summer
holiday excursion – summer gets a second wind!
DECORATIVE FABRICS – RADIATING SUNSHINE AND JOY
Enter a summer fairy-tale world of decorative fabric, inbetweens and transparent fabrics! A world where
radiant colours and gorgeous pictorial designs are brimming over with natural summery vibes.
SPLENDID 9816
100 per cent summer! The horizontal wavy lines of this fabric make
playful use of transparency and opacity. Wide block stripes emerge due
to the lively shifts in colour. The graphic burn out design creates a sense
of clarity and modernity. Available in six colours ranging from a puritan
grey to a vibrant, tropical yellowish green, this airy, transparent fabric
creates an atmosphere of perpetual summer.
Burn out, transparent fabric, graphic,
75 % PES 25 % VI, approx. 300 cm, six colours

TOBAGO 2581
Distant shores in your own four walls. With its horizontal brushstrokes
and large areas of Jacquard design, this modern decorative fabric
is akin to a landscape painting. The sophisticated woven effects of
this eye-catching fabric will quench your thirst for summer, sun and
cheerfulness – available in seven colour options, ranging from fresh to
elegant palettes.
Jacquard fabric, decorative fabric, horizontal stripes,
100 % PES, 285 cm, seven colours

GIO 2511
GIO turns heads – it is an eye-catching opaque fabric with a multicoloured allover design and an expressive Jacquard texture on a satin
backing. The modern vibrancy of the colours blends tastefully with
the elegant satin fabric, making GIO a versatile decorative fabric that’s
perfect for stylish interior design concepts.
Jacquard fabric, decorative fabric, semi single-colour,
100 % PES, 285 cm, 17 colours

COLORIDO 1149
A picture-perfect summer atmosphere! A modern horizontal stripe
pattern is created by relaxed brushstrokes in fresh colour combinations
and gentle watercolour-effect transitions between the colours. The artistic
impact of this design spreads across the fabric in exuberant waves.
Whichever colours you choose – cool neutral shades, contemporary
nuanced pastel tones or an assortment of vibrant colours – COLORIDO
will make you feel like you’re on holiday!
Digital print, decorative fabric, brushstrokes,
100 % PES, 300 cm, five colours

ELORA 3478
Ride the wave of summer with ELORA! A Scherli technique is used
to create its lively pattern of wavy lines and in each of the six colour
variants, the light shade of the finely-textured base fabric establishes
an incredible sense of lightness. The multi-coloured and loosely-woven
strips are reminiscent of traditional festive summer dances.
Scherli, inbetween, wave design,
100 % PES, approx. 295 cm, six colours

LISTO 8315
LISTO is a silken masterpiece. It features a delicate leaf pattern that
is printed onto a silken, flowing background. The base fabric is the
popular ADO single-colour fabric GRACE 3101 – and LISTO is equally
graceful. It is available in three elegant colour options: egg-shell, silver
and smoky taupe, each with a metallic, pearlescent effect.
Printed fabric, transparent, leaf design,
100 % PES, approx. 300 cm, three colours

SINGLE-COLOUR FABRICS – ANYTHING BUT MONOTONOUS!
The sunny linen-look and slight transparency of this fabric is available in colours reminiscent of the countryside in the late summer – and each colour creates its own lighting mood!
MANOLO 3098
MANOLO creates atmosphere and provides privacy at the same time!
Its translucent qualities let sunshine into the room while providing a
pleasant level of privacy. The innovative manufacturing process means
that this room-height textured fabric is extremely soft and has a relaxed
linen-like appearance. It is made of easy-care polyester and is available
in a range of soft tones, including brick red, denim blue, agave blue
and modern stone hues.
Single-colour, inbetween, linen appearance,
100 % PES, 220/300 cm, 21 colours

CHEVRON 3472
A semi-transparent textured fabric with an extremely soft drape. Like a
warm summer wind, CHEVRON will nestle up against any window and
its herringbone twill weave will make the room feel cosy yet elegant.
This easy-care polyester fabric is available in 14 homely, summery colours.
Single-colour, inbetween, twill texture,
100 % PES, approx. 300 cm, 14 colours

EMBROIDERED FABRICS – DAYDREAMS YOU CAN TOUCH
Transparent fabrics with embroidered designs – as delicate as a fluttery white summer dress for
day-dream-filled summer strolls under cloudless skies.
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AMARA 4035 (1)
For modern windows, understatement is key: Contemporary. Embroidered.
White on white. With a natural feel and a subtle look. The sparse distribution of the leaf designs gives AMARA – and its admirers – a sense of
space and freedom.
DELIA 4034
A very appealing wisp of nothing. DELIA is a transparent fabric that is
adorned with a delicately embroidered allover design depicting foliage.
Available in the colour options ‘sun-drenched summer afternoon’ and
‘low evening sun’!
PAOLA 4036 (2)
Fairy-tale romance meets innovative technology. The exquisitely delicate embroidered floral tendrils are so three-dimensional that they look as
if they have been appliqued by hand. This densely embroidered allover
design is a sensational adornment for large windows or a romantic one
for small cottage windows. Either way, it is as dreamy as an enchanted
slumber.
Embroidery, transparent,
100 % PES, approx. 300 cm, two colours

FR BASICS AND FR UPHOLSTERY FABRICS –
SAFE AND BEAUTIFUL
Five transparent basics and four new upholstery fabrics have three things in common: They are beautiful,
easy to clean and very functional. After all, they are flame retardant and extremely durable. They can also
be cleaned effortlessly in a 30° wash cycle. These playful fabrics take the increasingly demanding criteria
for performance and safety in their stride – while remaining just as attractive. They are suitable for hotels
and restaurants as well as for your own home. With these fabrics, the only thing that will ignite is excitement!
TRANSPARENT FABRICS – A WHITE SUMMER’S BREEZE
From transparent all-rounders with a fashionable retro look, right through to versatile basics for traditional
and modern window decoration – these subtle pure white and off-white transparent fabrics offer privacy
while providing you with pleasant views all day long.
PURE AND INNOCENT
BALDA 3493 is a discreetly beautiful single-colour basic while
BIONDA´s 3499 special chenille effects add a sense of liveliness to its
surface. BENITA 3498 has a special yarn with a varying thickness, which
creates alluring irregularities. BLANCA 3471 draws attention to itself
with an elegant sablé effect, while the soft-flowing BASIA 3497, which
is available in white and cream, has a subtle yet attractive striped pattern.
Single-colour, transparent, flame retardant,
100 % PES FR, approx. 300 cm, two colours

MONTERO UPHOLSTERY FABRICS – A SPECTACULAR RANGE OF TEXTILES
Elegant designs and extremely comfortable textures for every time of year. These fabrics are inspired by
Mediterranean coastal landscapes and motivated by ADO’s high quality standards – such as being easy to
clean, being flame retardant and having a wide range of potential applications in the private and public
spheres.
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SABADO 1524 (1)
The thrill of summer! Just looking at the texture of SABADO will conjure
up the sounds of waves retreating from the beach and leaving behind a
corrugated pattern. This decorative natural spectacle was the inspiration
behind this versatile upholstery fabric. It is available in seven colours
and works perfectly with ROBINO 1526 – and with any hint of summer.
Upholstery fabric, single-colour, wave texture, flame retardant,
100 % PES FR, 140 cm, seven colours
ROBINO 1526 (2)
Decorative rustling leaf patterns awaken the summer! Using the SABADO
fabric as a base, these leaves create a versatile allover design. Combine
it with the textured single-coloured SABADO fabric for the perfect
upholstery duo! Whether it is used for a sofa, an armchair or a chair,
the ROBINO upholstery fabric will always sit pretty!
Upholstery fabric, Jacquard, foliage, allover design, flame retardant,
100 % PES FR, 140 cm, seven colours

MONTERO 1525
Up close and personal with MONTERO – an elegant, extremely durable
upholstery fabric with a pronounced weave structure. The interplay between its soft, velvety chenille surface and its shimmery, ocean-like base
fabric means that MONTERO is perfect for covering large areas. It looks
beautiful, whether in modern neutrals, bold tones or subtle shades.
Upholstery fabric, single-colour, chenille, flame retardant,
100 % PES, 140 cm, 12 colourss

MORANO 1527
Sit down on something that looks great! This upholstery fabric is soft
to the touch and has a decorative moiré effect, which creates a sophisticated contrast between the velvety chenille yarn and the subtleness of
the natural-looking matte base fabric.
Upholstery fabric, Jacquard, semi single-colour, chenille, flame retardant,
100 % PES FR, 140 cm, 11 colours

The company
In 1954, ADO, which is named after its location in AschenDOrf, Germany, was founded by Hubert and
Marianna Wulf as a supplier of premium quality curtains and decorative textiles. The ‘Goldkante’, or golden
thread, became a symbol for the quality of this internationally respected German textile specialist.
Since 1 January 2013, ADO has been a part of the ZIMMER + ROHDE Group.
ADO Goldkante – for rooms that come to life
ADO brings textile harmony, a feeling of lightness and pure joie de vivre into your home. Exceptional
details, a natural feel and countless transparent effects breathe life into your home and make your dream
living space a reality. The wide range of patterns – from urban to natural, elegant to playful – offers the
right material for every taste. The textiles also meet the demanding needs of everyday life as they are
easy to clean and can be combined in countless different ways − not forgetting the five-year warranty.
ADO fabrics are therefore the perfect design partners, in any room and at any stage of life.
For your manufacturer directory:
ADO Goldkante GmbH & Co KG
Tel: +49(0) 4962-505-70
Fax: +49(0) 4962-505-250
www.ado-goldkante.de
Additional information and image data available from: presse@ado-goldkante.de

